Providing the infrastructure and functionality of a studio or lab, frees the engineer
to become nomadic in her practice.
The Wearable Studio aims to
package the work-environment of a typical Electronics
and Physical Computing studio
into a series of portable items
that can be carried on the
body.
The goal is to build a set of wearable and portable accessories that allow
the electronic textile engineer, me :-), to build directly at the sites of
my inspiration. With such a nomadic studio I can travel to unique places,
experience their cultures, collaborate, and incorporate local crafting techniques and materials
I believe that creating new spaces for working will affect the kind of work
I create. A Wearable Studio practice could keep me more engaged with the
environments, animals, and people around me.

This project originated during work on the JungleLab. While initially preparing we were primarily concerned with making sure to not
forget any essential tools or materials. We realized though, that we
had thought much less about how we would actually be building in
the jungle.
Access, storage, and work-surfaces become important as soon as
you unpack the first components and begin to build. Creating a
comfortable and efficient workspace is necessary for productivity.
The Jungle has no flat surfaces. It’s dark and wet. The vegetation
makes you lose anything dropped on the ground. Being out in the
wild, dark, uneven jungle is wonderful and inspiring, but also drains
energy Having everything at-hand when building makes a huge difference. Returning to my studio after this experience, reminded me
how quickly things go when everything has a place and there are
comfortable work-surface for every task.
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More documentation at Hannah’s Wearable Studio Project page >> www.plusea.at/?p=5385

Now is a perfect time for electrical engineers to become mobile with
their practice. It’s not just electronic parts that have become smaller
and smaller, but also many of the tools used in electrical engineering
(power supply, multimeter, oscilloscope, programmers… ) have become
more compact and portable. Many practices closely related to hardware
such as software/programming and CAD/design have been liberated
from static infrastructures because laptop computers – their primary
tools – are powerful and lightweight. Co-working spaces and FabLabs
offer temporary workspaces all over the world. There is an awareness of
the benefits of local production and site-specific development.
1) Mobile (the traveling engineer)
Moving through the world while practicing a trade. The now historic
craft tradition of journeyman years (German: Wanderjahre), meant
that a crafts apprentice after absolving her apprenticeship would travel around to gain further experience, carrying their tools, skills and
knowledge with them wherever they went. The idea of the wearable
studio is to allow practicing electrical engineers to be more mobile in
their practice because they can readily pack up their workspace and go.
Reducing the time and effort spent preparing and packing work supplies
to port them from one place to another. Providing a productive work environment that is comparable to an electronics workbench. Having such
a mobile tool-set will hopefully encourage new forms of mobility within
the field.
2) Local (site-specificity)
The local environment as a resource and source of inspiration. The
ability to work on-site is often credited with benefits such as those
of user-centered design. But besides inspiring different solutions and
enabling new approaches, I want the mobility of practice to expose the
electrical engineer to new and different locations, contexts, cultures
and people and their practices. The wearable studio should not only to
allow for on-site work and production, but also for new ways of sharing
process and engaging with others through practice.
3) Practice (making as a means of exploring)
Putting the act of making into the foreground as a means of exploring
and experiencing the world.
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In order to achieve mobility and encourage on-site building, the Wearable
Studio collection focuses on fulfilling the following functionalities:
Functional Workspace
• Work environment (lighting, power…)
• Work-surfaces (soldering, building…)
• Organization and easy-access storage for materials, tools and parts
Ease of Transport
Packing up is one of the most daunting tasks when traveling for a project. Fears include: forgetting an essential item, disrupting an organized
workspace, and transporting everything from one place to the next. The
portability/wearability of each item in the Wearable Studio Collection is
important because the user should be able to carry them on their body
without the aid of additional packing structures (bags, suitcases, boxes…).

Trains
Parks

HOTELS
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Wildhacker
Daypack
The first idea was for a miniature version
of my studio contained in a single shoulder
bag. This "Wildhacker Daypack" is a reasonably compact version of my studio workspace that allows me to comfortably carry
a selection of all the tools I commonly use, as well as a selection of materials that can be determined by the nature of the occasion. It was partially
inspired by the small day-packs the biologists would take with them during
their fieldwork for the day (see next page).
The Daypack itself not only carries the supplies but itself becomes part of
the workspace by offering organization, easy access and storage facilities.
It should be possible to carry the Daypack for the duration of a full day,
so it also has space for food and drink. After all, a studio space is not only
about production, but also about living and surviving.

Stephen was asked to list the
6 items he would always carry
in his field kit for working with
ants. He also suggested that
“Nowadays I also want a GPS
device to mark collection locations and help me get home!”
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Featured Opinion: Field Kit
Dr. Stephen Pratt

Aspirator
Knife
Collecting Vials
Forceps
Small flashlight
Water + Compact Snacks
Stephen is an entomologist at ASU studying the emergence of complex behavior in decentralized groups.
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Right after seeing that the first prototype worked really well I went out and bought a
selection of materials for making this first version. I have now been wearing and using it
for 5 weeks. It has held up wonderfully and I intend to continue using it until I make a next
iteration that will incorporate a slowly growing list of improvements.
List of improvements for next version:
- waterproof seams and outer zippers
- find nice way to secure flap so that nothing can fall out
- add pocket that can be accessed from both outside and inside
- add outside pouch for water bottle
- a way to expend bag when it needs to fit more

Prototyping a portable,
tensioned work-surface
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Activity!
your

Too

This documentation on building your own bag is
my first attempt at slowly building a community
and culture around a mobile studio practice of
makers who wear their practice and are capable of thinking through making wherever they
go.

How do you like to carry things? In a shoulder-bag, backpack, belt or pockets? Begin sketching some ideas and refer back to your list of items&materials&tools to make sure they all
have a space. Take note of which items you need to access most frequently and consdier
options for placing them in appropriately accessible spaces.

Begin to add dimensions to your sketch, pull out a ruler and draw a blueprint of it in scale
to get a feeling of the proportions. Check items will fit based on their dimensions.

Your wildhacker daypack should contain everything you need to travel and
build. Depending on your practice the concept of a daypack might be very
different, but the following steps might be helpful in developing your own
daypack design.
If you follow the following steps and begin to imagine, design and build
your own daypack, I would love to see your process. If you would like to
share you sketches and photos with me, my email address is:

A quick way to get a feeling for your design is to build it from paper and cardboard.

hannah@plusea.at

List, sketch and measure all the
items you carry with you on a daily basis (keys, phone, notebook,
pens...). I found a most useful
daypack to be one that I could
also use on an everyday basis so it
is worth considering that it could
be able to carry these items too.
List all the materials&tools that
are necessairy for you to practice
your trade.
Evaluate the frequency with which
you use each item (1=seldom, 5=
very often).
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What kinds of materials would you like
your daypack to be made from? What
charactaristics and specifications can you
ascribe them - waterproof, sturdy, translucent, soft, stretchy...?

That is all for now - Enjoy:-)

